Abstract: At its general term, this paper discusses the role of guest lecturers in higher education. More precisely, the paper considers the role of guest lecturers in Tourism Management programmes taught to student in Universities. The paper examines theory and literature relating to tourism studies and higher education in general. It discusses the relevance of guest speakers in universities and examines their contributions towards tourism programmes. The paper discusses lecturers in tourism degrees suggesting that they might lack industry experiences but are still required to deliver theories to students and are seen as classroom managers and student mentors. The paper further investigates how lecturers and guest speakers are perceived as two different entities by students where lecturers are seen as classroom managers and guest speakers are seen as the industry knowledge providers. As internationalisation of education becomes the focus of higher education institutions that aim to deliver education in a more international context, guest speakers that address local practical occurrences become less appealing. With the rapid spread of distant learning and online education, the paper concludes that guest lecturers are not the solution for perfect academic experiences in higher education in general and specifically in tourism programmes.
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Introduction

Lectures are an essential element of higher education due to the challenging forces of economic competency, institutional apathy or simply just personal habits (Huxham, 2005). Lectures reach large numbers of students and deliver hefty amounts of material in a short period of time and are therefore popular in academic departments (Huxham, 2005). On the contrary, Bligh (1998) argues that lecturers are being criticized for their humble method of encouraging thoughts and altering student attitudes. Bligh (1998) further argues that students in higher education have verified their feelings against such a mode of delivery by not going to their lectures (Bligh, 1998). Similarly, Reece and Walker (2001) suggest that the biggest difficulty and challenge that lecturers face is the passiveness of students in classrooms but also suggests that lectures are still providing the essential learning foundation that students require (Reece and Walker, 2001).

Additionally, in relation to Tourism studies in higher education, Ladkin and Weber (2008) suggest that lecturers that have joined the academic world in the past ten years hold very minimal experience in the tourism industry, usually have two to three
years’ experience and often join academia by internship programmes. Consequently, and as stated by Malley (1997), students studying tourism management degrees usually graduate in their undergraduate degrees, and then complete a Master and Doctoral degree without gaining considerable industry experience in the industry. For students studying tourism management degrees in higher education, the key drive of higher education is serving the tourism industry by graduating proficient and competitive workforces (Shea and Roberts, 2010). Johanson (2010) argues that the enduring feasibility of the tourism industry is reliant on the capability of its management in providing substantial return on investment within a multitude of parameters. Johanson (2010) further suggests that fresh graduates in tourism management should at least encompass a very basic understanding of producing good results in a stressful environment.

The literature discussed above provides a clear image of lecturers in higher education. Lecturers are valuable but might not be appreciated by students due to their teaching styles and methods. In tourism degrees, lecturers might lack industry experiences but are still required to deliver theories to students. So why and how are guest speakers used in higher education, specifically in tourism management programmes?

**Lecturers in higher education**

University lecturers are seen as appropriate and valued tools that provide essential knowledge to students (Payne, 2003). Students recognize theory as an opposite of reality because they may not predict how theory can be engrained into reality. Bacon and Novotny (2002) argue that students might have difficulties understanding theories and might not find them thrilling, and therefore do not interact with them. According to Heylings and Tariq (2001), lecturers implement teaching methods that involve workshops and discussions. The authors state that lecturers assess course requirements and provide them accordingly. Byrne (2002) suggests that lecturers crucially understand the learning behaviours of students which lead to the development of teaching strategies that improve student experience. Charlton (2006) argues that despite the availability of inexpensive and more suitable alternative qualifications from reputable distance learning institutions which have grown-up to exploit new communication technologies as they were invented, students still prefer lecture-based teaching. Charlton (2006) further suggests that lecturers are effective due to their being an important aspect of spoken communication that gets delivered to students by a visible person which they can directly interact with. Charlton then states that lecturers improve student learning as they create a formally-structured social event that fits human nature and operates human psychology. Moreover, Crosby (2000) suggests that lecturers act as role models to students by fulfilling their roles as teachers in the classrooms. The author further suggests that the lecturer has an exceptional opportunity to share some of the “magic”, as he describes it, of the subject with the students. Crosby (2000) concludes that the lecturer is no longer seen mainly as a distributor of information or a walking tape recorder, but rather as a facilitator or manager of the students’ learning.

**Tourism programmes in higher education**

According to Ntuli (2007) tourism management graduates are expected to find employment as soon as they graduate, but many cannot. Ntuli (2007) argues that there is a wave on the labour market between skill shortages and unemployed high numbers of graduates. Ntuli (2007) blames
the high number of unemployed graduates in the tourism industry to the lack of employability skills. Coll and Zegwaard (2006) state that “analytical skills” are required to employ graduates. Barrie (2006) explains how students are usually not ready for the workplace, as indicated by many employers, and advises universities to deliver more employable graduates by providing them with the skills required for their careers. Moss and McKellan (2007) argue that student’s knowledge on the subject in general is often acceptable and suggest that if student’s competency skills are developed in universities, then they would become much more employable. Yorke and Harvey (2005) suggest that employers expect graduate students to be ready to work after graduating and demand a set of skills from them in order to employ them. The authors then state that universities should offer this set of skills to students and prepare them for real life experiences before they graduate.

Moreover, Hodges and Burchell (2003) referred to “work integrated programmes” and suggested that these programmes are aimed at preparing students to work and provide them with competency skills that employers require. The authors argue that “work integrated programmes” should include technical skills that are an outcome of a programme and not simply skills that students can demonstrate in class. Hodges and Burchell (2003)’s suggestion relates directly to tourism management as the nature of this degree requires certain set of skills that could be applied in a workplace.

According to Crebert (2004), universities that offer tourism management contain the facilities that permit technical skills to be taught to students and applied in workplaces. Fleming and Eames (2005) explain how skills taught to students in universities through work integrated learning can be applied to work environments by obligating students to perform a compulsory semester at a real work place. Warysazak (1999) similarly illustrates the latter by explaining how students that spend time in real life situations get the opportunities required to apply theoretical concepts that they learn in classrooms. Tovey (2001) approaches this concept in a similar, but more interesting manner by stating that students can apply the skills gained in the classroom to a real life situation in the workplace rather than role playing or being told about experiences in a classroom.

**Guest speakers in higher education**

Guest speakers are a very essential tool for developing student leaning and improving student engagement in higher education (Song, 2010). Rowe (2004) suggests that guest speakers enhance student perceptions, make students interested, improve communication skills, develop experiences and provide essential field knowledge required for work. In a research on guest lecturers in higher education conducted by Kumari (2001), the author discovered that by bringing guest speakers into class rooms, student’s critical thinking and participation skills are immensely enhanced. Kumari (2001) argued that during the guest speaker’s visit to the classroom, student participation peaked. Kumari (2001) suggested that the presence of a guest speaker presenting discussion directly from a field of expertise stimulated students to communicate amongst one another and develop their critical thinking skills. On the contrary, Song (2010) argues that despite their great benefits, guest speakers are difficult to arrange because of certain difficulties such as budgets, availabilities, and travel distances. Mullins (2001) similarly suggests that guest speakers are difficult to arrange as arrangements for guest speakers consist of long and complicated processes which begin by trying to secure the right guest speaker well in advance, providing transport and accommodation, securing the fund-
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they would deliver directly to students. This would then make the presence of a guest speaker unrequired. In Crebert’s argument (2004), regarding universities that offer tourism management programmes, Crebert explains that these universities contain the facilities that permit technical skills to be taught to students and applied in workplaces. This is somewhat arguable as not all universities encompass such facilities. Instead, it is colleges that hold such facilities as they tend to focus on experience based teaching, whilst universities focus entirely on theory. This argument derives from a comparison between two British based institutions, Newcastle College and the University of Sunderland, that both offer BSc degrees in Tourism Management. Newcastle College comprises a restaurant, several kitchens, a bistro, a theatre, a model airplane and an information centre, all managed by students across various programmes including Tourism Management students. Such industry related facilities are not included in the University of Sunderland. Experience advocates that colleges are experience-focused and universities are knowledge-focussed. This therefore refers to the original argument: if students desired education from field experts, why not choose colleges?

The role of the lecturer in Tourism Management

Pintrich and Zusho (2002) state that student learning is an active constructive process whereby learners set goals for their learning and regulate, and control their cognition, motivation, and behaviour, guided and constrained by their goals and the contextual features of the environment. Pintrich and Zusho (2002) therefore suggest that it is a student’s responsibility to learn, whether being taught by an experience-driven lecturer or an academic lecturer. The authors further suggest that it is an academic’s duty to monitor student’s behaviours as academics encompass the knowledge of monitoring students unlike experience derived tutors. The following suggests that academic tutors are essential in delivering tourism management programmes as academic lecturers can provide the theories necessary for the programme and are encompass the ability to monitor and guide students. McCarthy (1996) describes four types of students and refers to them as the 1- Analytic learners (desirers of facts to support their experiences), 2- innovative learners (learn and relate their education to personal experiences), 3- common sense learners (want to learn through experience and undertake various activities to do so), and 4- dynamic learners (instinctive as they search for learning styles, explore, do and feel). Thus, it could be assumed that all four types of learners can exist within one classroom, and it becomes the lecturer’s responsibility that all students learn in the style most appropriate to them. Applying all four types of teaching would ensure that all students gain the knowledge required. Moreover, when examining McCarthy’s (1996) types of learners, it could be argued that all four types of teaching styles are being applied for those learners within the tourism management programmes at universities without having to include a guest lecturer. When looking at “analytic learners”, students are being given real life examples in each lecture that support the topic being taught. By examining “innovative learners” it is expected that students discuss their experiences within the classroom and are able to apply the theoretical experiences learnt via the supporting workshops provided. By looking at “common sense learners”, universities offering tourism programmes are expected to send students to fieldtrips on a yearly basis. This would help enhance their field-experience. Universities are also expected to provide students an optional work experience gap year, or a compulsory year of industrial placement that academic lecturers supervise and monitor and are improvise by...
the university in cooperation with various organisations. "Dynamic learners" encourages students to opt for their individually required field experiences. They select their topic of interest and decide where to go or travel for their field research, and can select the organisation, city, or area that they would like to conduct their research in. Therefore, providing a more firsthand realistic experience than a guest speaker could ever provide which also gives students the true experience they desire. The latter is more valuable than what experienced guest speaker could bring into a classroom as field experience is gained firsthand rather than being transmitted in the form of information through a third part.

Nevertheless, guest speakers remain an essential component of higher education as they can be the informers of practical experience prior the student gaining practical experience firsthand. Students would then refer to theory provided by the lecturer, followed by the knowledge of the industry provided by the guest lecturer, and can then relate to all information gained while experiencing field work.

Guest speakers and students in Tourism Management

Immense literature and various authors stress the importance of guest speakers in higher education (Song, 2010; Rowe, 2004; Snyder, 2003; Payne, 2003; Kumari, 2001) and none oppose it or suggest otherwise. Mullins (2001) argues that despite guest speakers having their disadvantages, such as finding it hard to organise guest speakers and they might be costly, guest speaker deliver realistic information based on field experience to students. Guest speakers also provide them with the realities that are not available in textbooks. Mullins (2001) explains how guest speakers can support the material being provided in class and enhance the knowledge that students gain. Thus, guest speakers act as real life knowledge retreaters by providing industrial examples to the theoretical knowledge expressed by lecturers. Laurence (2005) similarly argues that guest speakers provide different essential knowledge to students than the knowledge provided by a lecturer as theirs is experienced based, and suggests that all students value the views and efforts made by guest speakers.

Taking the latter into consideration, an essential question emerges: are guest speakers rationally required in higher education in the 21st century? Does a century that is witnessing educational transformations and is shifting more towards distant learning, online universities, video conference lecturing and online education require guest lecturers? And how do they fit in? If guest speakers were so essential and were necessitated by students, then distant and online education should not be as popular as it is today.

Moreover, higher education and tourism programmes accommodate all genders and different age groups. According to recent research conducted by Universities and Colleges Admission Service (2014), the past few years have witnessed the continuation of a small but steady annual increase in application rates to university from people older than 21. Therefore, more mature students are entering university and pursuing degrees in certain fields including tourism management. Such students might already entail industry knowledge and are in pursuit of pure theoretical based knowledge. Industry based guest speakers might prove non-appealing to such audiences, and might be only of certain appeal to younger students who have no industry experience whatsoever. Taking such factors into consideration, guest speakers become an optional element of higher education, certainly depending on the nature of the programme offered. Looking more closely at tourism programmes, guest speakers become an undesired entity for students already employed in the industry. They pur-
sue a degree in higher education to deepen their knowledge of the industry based on theory and would then relate it to their experience on an individual level. Long distant and online degrees are created as a means of encouraging students to attain higher education theory based degrees while working within the industry. It encourages them to remain at work and is provided with the theoretical material as a means of independent study in the free time available. It encourages full time commitment to the practical industry by means of remaining at work rather than physically existing in a higher education institution. Practical knowledge is therefore gained independently by the student themselves, while the University would simply act as the provider of theoretical material and the guide of the student.

As universities that host tourism programmes also offer real-life experiences to students by conducting fieldtrips, work placements and provides them with relevant practical workshops, guest speakers become less popular and less desirable now as they perhaps were before. With internationalisation becoming a key emphasis in most governance and strategy discussions, the significance of guest speakers in higher education becomes invaluable.

Internationalisation and guest speakers

Internationalisation in higher education is perceived and implemented as mainly a luxury addition to teaching and learning and that it is an implicitly natural dimension of research (de Wit, 2013). The consequence of such assumptions about internationalisation is that the funding, support and organisations required to internationalise are a key challenge (Arum and Roksa, 2011). This applies both to teaching and learning, and to research. Faculty engagement, the integration of internationalisation into the curriculum, and the mainstreaming of internationalisation are seen as the main ways to overcome that challenge (Arum and Roksa, 2011).

Moreover, Green and Whitsed (2015) explain that universities see internationalisation of their curricula as a means of preparing their graduates to live and work in a globalised world. The authors suggest there is a considerable variation in the way in which internationalised education is enacted in different regional and national contexts. While growing importance is being attached to incorporating an international dimension into the curriculum, which is also reflected in the European Commission’s European Higher Education in the World strategy, operationalization within the institutions remains a challenge. Academic staff may not always understand the meaning of the term, or have the ability or the desire to design and deliver internationalised curricula (Green and Whitsed, 2015).

As internationalisation, which requires faculty engagement and mainstreaming of the curriculum, becoming the focus of higher education and as growing importance is being attached to incorporating international dimensions into curricula universities and their curricula shift towards an international mainstream of teaching which completely disregards local guest speakers. With programmes such as tourism management also shifting towards an international context through the internationalisation of teaching, guest speakers become irrelevant as tourism discusses global happenings rather than tourism in the local region.

Conclusions

Students will always remain “dynamic learners” as suggested by McCarthy (1996). They will choose what is best for them and will pursue their needs and desires. Students will always set their own goals, learn and
motivate themselves (Pintrich and Zusho, 2002). Guest speakers discussing real life situations and experiences to students are perhaps interesting to students as the latter would give them an escape from boring theories they listen to for hours in classrooms. But, if academics researched the student preferences between guest speakers and practical experiences gained by fieldtrips, findings and arguments would surely differ. Moreover, should a programme be taught by a field experienced tutors that can only deliver experiences, or should an academic lecturer deliver such programmes, and provide practical experiences with it! Theory in classrooms cannot be avoided as it is the sole and core of education, and when field experience is applied to theory taught in classrooms then education would seem to be more effective. Students are the desirers of reality. Real practical stories can be an appeal. However, theoretical knowledge is also a reality. Theory is required as the basis of knowledge in order to be applied in the related industrial field. Employers seek knowledgeable graduates in a specific field with some basic practical experience. Practical experience gained in the form of knowledge provided in classrooms would then prove irrelevant. Knowledge based on theory, coupled with practice in the industry itself is what employers would find appealing and desirable.

To conclude, it could be argued and suggested that guest speakers are used as a form of entertainment that students find amusing and are satisfied to listen to as they desire escaping boredom in lectures, but are not the solution for perfect academic experiences in higher education in general and specifically in tourism programmes.
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